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1. The emoji ad-hoc recommends that the symbols in the following documents be approved for encoding in a future version of the Unicode Standard:
   a. Emoji and Symbol Additions - Religious Symbols and Structures, L2/14-235
   b. Emoji Additions: Sports symbols, L2/14-273
   c. Emoji Additions: Popular requests, L2/14-272

2. Regarding Afroji® Emoji Symbols Proposed for Encoding, L2/14-229
   a. The emoji ad-hoc will propose updates to the Criteria for Encoding Symbols and suggests that the updated version be made more visible. It will also review/ incorporate material from the original symbols subcommittee: unicode.org/L2/L2008/08081-emoji-wd.html
   b. The emoji ad-hoc will propose guidelines on how to use images in messages (this could include vendor guidelines for developers and/or users, etc.), partly to extend the material in TR51 or for FAQ items.